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ABSTRACT 
 

Contractual Employment Protection 
and the Scarring Risk of Unemployment * 

 
Risk-averse job seekers fearing the scarring effect of unemployment meet vacancies offering 
contractual employment protection (CEP) in form of guaranteed employment (GEC) or 
severance pay contracts (SPC). A GEC fully eliminates both the income risk and the scarring 
risk of unemployment. SPC diversify the income risk, but provide only limited protection 
against the scarring risk. (1) Workers strictly prefer contract market to spot market jobs. (2) A 
higher productivity, a lower probability of demand shocks or of finding a re-employment after 
a dismissal as well as lower public unemployment benefits increase the fraction of workers 
concluding a GEC. (3) Although firms are risk-neutral, first-best SPC are not incentive 
compatible under asymmetric information on the demand for the output of the job. In the 
second-best equilibrium, a positive fraction of over-insured workers will conclude a GEC, 
while workers signing a SPC incur income risk. (4) With asymmetric information on the 
reemployment status of a dismissed worker, employees who conclude a third-best SPC face 
both uninsurable income risk and the unemployment scar. Workers with a precautionary 
motive who expect a large or long lasting scar, conclude SPC with wage replacement rates 
strictly larger than one and low recession wages, which make their jobs more viable.      
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I. Introduction 

There is growing evidence that unemployment not only causes the loss of income, but that it 

also inflicts a long-term ‘scar’ upon the displaced. The scarring effect of unemployment mani-

fests itself through, for example, a loss of social status, social exclusion, a deterioration of the 

human capital and the personality of the displaced, an increased future incidence of unem-

ployment and lower subsequent earnings. The paper presents a model in the spirit of the the-

ory of implicit contracts about the impact of the income and the scarring risk of unemploy-

ment on the demand for contractual employment protection (CEP). 

Whereas many OECD economies provide statutory employment protection, CEP seems to 

be a rare phenomenon. The public labor law or the public unemployment insurance may 

crowd out CEP, or, as has often been argued, information asymmetries may preclude any offer 

of the respective contract terms. However, it is difficult to judge the relevance of these conjec-

tures, because there are only few investigations into the terms of labor contracts prevailing in 

the OECD member countries (Parsons 2002, Malcomson 1999).  

Our model focuses on two forms of CEP. In addition to a guaranteed employment contract 

(GEC), workers may trade the scarring risk of unemployment for a higher wage and choose 

from a continuum of severance pay contracts (SPC). SPC vary with respect to the wage, the 

separation probability, the amount of severance pay and the supplemental unemployment 

benefits (SUB) paid by the employer in addition to the public unemployment compensation. 

We analyze the factors that determine the equilibrium shares of the labor force entering into a 

GEC or a SPC under different information structures. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the literature on employment protec-

tion. Section III addresses the question of how to integrate employment guarantees into labor 

economics. Section IV introduces the model with symmetric information and explores the 

properties of the first-best SPC and GEC. Section V presents two types of information asym-

metries. First we assume that only the employers observe the product demand, which makes 

the separation decision non-contractible. Next we assume that the re-employment status of a 

dismissed worker is private information, such that the SUB become also non-contractible. 

Section VI summarizes the results, the Appendix provides proofs of the propositions. 

II. Literature 

Regulations and rules on employment protection may be classified into those imposed by the 

government and those that are the result of private or collective agreements. Statutory em-
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ployment protection is explicit and public knowledge, whereas private employment protection 

is often implicit and not easily observable by third parties. In line with the labor market policy 

in many countries (Holzmann et al. 2003, OECD 2004) the bulk of the literature analyses the 

effects of statutory employment protection, especially of firing taxes, compulsory severance 

payments and notice periods. 

Firing taxes reduce the quasi-rent of a match, while severance payments prima facie redis-

tribute the rent in favor of the worker. Alvarez and Veracierto (2001) follow Hopenhayn and 

Rogerson (1993) and model a labor market with compulsory severance payments, but allow 

for search frictions. In contrast to the findings of Hopenhayn and Rogerson, the calibrated ver-

sion of their model shows that the severance payment increases aggregate employment and the 

welfare of the workers. The gains in welfare and employment are due to a reduction in search 

costs caused by the severance payment. Bertola (2004) presents a model with a firing tax. If 

the government uses the tax to finance the mobility costs of the dismissed workers, then both 

aggregate output and the welfare of the workers may rise. Gáldon-Sánchez and Güell (2003), 

Goerke (2002) and Fella (2000) integrate compulsory severance payments into the shirking 

model of Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). Fella (2000) shows that the unemployment rate de-

creases and worker welfare increases, if the severance payment goes to the dismissed worker. 

In contrast to these findings, Gáldon-Sánchez and Güell (2003) argue that a compulsory set-

tlement increases the unemployment rate, if third parties, such as a court in the case of a claim 

for wrongful dismissal, cannot easily distinguish between a dismissal for economic reasons 

and a dismissal due to misbehavior. Goerke (2002) compares compulsory settlements for in-

dividual and collective dismissals. In particular, settlements payable for collective dismissals 

may increase aggregate employment.  

The macroeconomic theory of the ‘natural rate of unemployment’ examines the effect of a 

firing tax on employment and unemployment duration. As Ljungqvist (2002) argues, different 

specifications of the theory can lead to opposite effects of a given firing tax. For example, 

calibrated versions of the matching model of Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) imply that the 

firing tax reduces the natural rate (Mortensen und Pissarides 1999, Ljungqvist 2002). This re-

sult is at variance with the conclusions drawn by Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993) for the case 

of a frictionless labor market, where the implementation of a firing tax in a Pareto-optimal 

general equilibrium lowers employment and the welfare of the workers.  

Severance payments and notice periods are also negotiated in individual employment con-

tracts and collective bargaining agreements. However, there is very little empirical evidence 
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and not much economic theory on the extent and the importance of private CEP. The theoreti-

cal literature on the subject includes the contributions to the theory of implicit contracts 

(Azariadis 1975, Rosen 1985) by Grossman and Hart (1981, 1983), Kahn (1985) or Arnott et 

al. (1988). More recently, papers based on the theory of implicit contracts dealing with opti-

mal employment agreements have been presented by Pissarides (2002), Parsons (2002) and 

Burguet and Caminal (2004). Pissarides (2002) analyzes a model with risk-averse workers, 

whose jobs are destroyed by shocks associated with shifts in tastes or technology. The effi-

cient contract contains both a severance pay and a notice period prior to termination in addi-

tion to the wage. Burguet and Caminal (2004) present an overlapping generations model, in 

which young and old workers are risk-neutral with respect to the income volatility within a pe-

riod. A bargained severance pay permits young workers to smooth their consumption between 

periods. The optimal employment contract, which determines the wages of the first and the 

second period of the life-cycle in addition to a severance pay, generates the optimal number of 

dismissals and fully smoothes the inter-temporal income stream of young workers. If the job 

productivity at the end of the first period is less than the endogenous reservation productivity, 

the worker will be dismissed. The bargained severance pay fully offsets the difference be-

tween the spot-market wage subsequently earned by the dismissed worker and the contract 

wage for the second period. If wages for the second period are non-contractible due to asym-

metric information, the number of dismissals will be too high in equilibrium and private em-

ployment protection fails; a firing tax can correct this misallocation. 

III. Employment Guaranties 

None of the above papers deals with a type of widespread employment protection, namely the 

employment guarantee. Employment guarantees, ‘Guaranteed employment contracts’, ‘guar-

antees of non-closure’, ‘location guarantees’ etc. seem to be of great importance for public la-

bor law as well as for collective and possibly individual labor agreements in many OECD 

countries, see Bryson et al. (2004) for the UK. 

Why do employment guarantees exist? The model explores two answers, which focus first 

on uninsurable income risk and second on the diseconomies of a job displacement. On a labor 

market with technological or institutional search frictions, an employment guarantee may be 

the only means of a worker to protect himself against welfare losses due to uninsurable in-

come risk or the scarring effect of unemployment. 

Neoclassical labor economics presumes that workers demand insurance against the risk of 

unemployment, because they are averse to a volatile remuneration. In contrast to this well es-
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tablished but narrow theory, there is growing evidence that workers are not only averse to a 

volatile income, but that they also fear what is called in parts of the literature the scarring ef-

fect of unemployment (Clark and Oswald 1994, Winkelmann et al. 1998, Arulampalam et al. 

2001a, b, Clark 2001, Clark et al. 2001, Di Tella et al. 2001, Frey and Stutzer 2002, Clark 

and Postel-Vinay 2005). A job loss is often associated with loss of social status, disintegration 

of the worker’s family, deterioration of his human capital, a significant income loss in subse-

quent employment and even with negative intergenerational welfare effects (Ruhm 1991, 

Hansen and Imrohoroglu 1992, Jacobson et al. 1993, Arulampalam 2001a, b, Rogerson and 

Schindler 2002, Oreopoulos et al. 2005). The jobless must bear, moreover, the exclusion from 

those (in-)tangible ‘community goods’, which are available only to the members of a ‘firm 

community’. Even though the exclusion from the firm community is hardly ever mentioned in 

labor economics, the protection against ‘the arbitrary separation of the bonds to a firm com-

munity’ (Deutscher Bundestag, 1951) was used by the German legislature in 1951 as the sole 

rationale for establishing the German Dismissal Protection Act. The above observations give 

reason for the assumption that, on a labor market with search frictions, the unemployment risk 

has at least two different dimensions, the income risk, which is the traditional focus of labor 

economics, and the scarring risk of unemployment. 

How to model employment guarantees and how to integrate such guarantees into labor eco-

nomics? The paper by Schmitz (2004) explores statutory employment guarantees and provides 

conditions under which this type of public employment protection does indeed increase effi-

ciency. Parsons (2002), which we take as our starting point, analyzes a setting with contrac-

tual employment guarantees. The labor market offers the workers not only severance pay con-

tracts (SPC) as in the reviewed literature on implicit or optimal labor agreements, but also 

guaranteed employment contracts (GEC). A first-best SPC frees a worker from income vola-

tility, but it does not prevent termination. A GEC provides both an unconditional employment 

guarantee and a claim to a risk-free wage. 

However, the attempt to include the GEC in labor economics encounters difficulties, be-

cause, workers do not obtain the GEC for free. In comparison to a SPC, workers entering into 

the GEC must accept a lower wage. The wage differential is compensation for the additional 

risk-costs associated with the GEC. Risk averse workers may accept the premium, if the GEC 

relieves them from otherwise uninsurable income risk. The reason why, for example, Akerlof 

and Miyazaki (1980) find that workers strictly prefer a GEC is that the implicit contract on 

which their argument is based is incomplete, so that workers without a GEC bear uninsurable 
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income risk. Section V.C deals with the ‘Wage Bill Argument’. However, with symmetric in-

formation and low transaction costs, the terms of a first-best SPC should be complete, that is, 

SPC should completely diversify the idiosyncratic part of a worker’s income risk. Why would 

a worker ask then for a GEC? A worker covered by (private or public) unemployment insur-

ance, which provides a wage replacement rate of 100 % just like a first-best SPC, will not suf-

fer a welfare loss (Hurd 1980), when the firm terminates his job and he experiences, for ex-

ample, long-term unemployment due to search frictions. Quite to the contrary, the welfare of a 

LTU with a replacement rate of 100 % will exceed that of his working colleagues, if leisure is 

a ‘normal’ good. 

The difficulty consists thus of explaining why a worker, who could conclude a high wage 

contract with a complete coverage of his income risk, nonetheless prefers a low wage contract 

but with a supplemental employment guarantee. The resolution of the difficulty is provided by 

the insight that unemployment not only brings a loss of income, but also leaves a long lasting 

scar on the displaced (Layard 2005). SPC completely diversify the income risk, but offer only 

a partial protection against the scarring risk of unemployment, while a GEC eliminates both 

the income and the scarring risk of unemployment.  

IV. The Model 

A. Timing of Events 

Spot Market. There are two labor markets, a spot market and a contract market. A worker 

may search the spot market at any time during the period. If he opts for the spot market, he 

will find a job with probability p and become unemployed otherwise. yv is the spot market 

wage, where y is the worker’s productivity and v is a parameter reflecting institutional or tech-

nological frictions. The unemployed receive public unemployment benefits yb and suffer the 

idiosyncratic scarring effect 0≥ζy , which is revealed at the end of the period. In the follow-

ing, we assume for the ‘replacement rates’ b and v that 

(A1) vb <<0 . 

Contract Market. In the contract market equilibrium, a worker can choose between two 

forms of CEP, see Fig. 1. The GEC specifies a wage Bw  and an enforceable employment 

guarantee, where we exclude the case of nonperformance by assumption. The terms of a SPC 

depend on the presumed information structure. With symmetric information, the equilibrium 
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SPC defines, in addition to the wage Aw , a severance pay A and SUB B, which are due, if a 

released worker cannot find a follow-up job and becomes unemployed. A separation rule 

completes the SPC. The rule specifies a reservation output yR at which firm and worker sepa-

rate, when the job is hit by an adverse demand shock and the demand falls below yR.  
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Fig. 1: Contract Market 

Jobs with CEP are available only at the beginning of the period at stage 0, at which contracts 

are concluded. With symmetric information, both parties of a contract observe whether the job 

is hit by a shock at stage 1, an event which occurs with probability λ. Based on the observed 

demand and the availability of alternative market opportunities, the parties decide whether to 

execute or to modify the contract, which may be renegotiated by mutual consent. If they ap-

prove their agreement and the contract is a SPC, they decide whether to produce ( Rx ≥ ) or to 

terminate the job ( Rx < ). At stage 2, a released worker looks on the spot market for re-

employment. He fails to find a suitable job and becomes unemployed with probability p−1 . 

An unemployed protected by a SPC receives the SUB B from his former employer in addition 

to the public benefit yb. The equilibrium income of the unemployed with a SPC is thus equal 

to ybBA ++ , while the earnings of a terminated job seeker, who did find a re-engagement, 

amount to yvA + . 

B. Profit and Utility Function 

Demand shock. 0>y  is the output of a filled job in the good state. Idiosyncratic demand 

shocks arrive with probability )1,0(∈λ . The output of a job hit by a shock is yx, where x is 

drawn from a general distribution G with support 10 ≤≤≤ xα . The shock x has a probability 

density g with 0)()( >′= xGxg  for all ]1,[α∈x , so that 1<< µα , where µ is the mean of the 

shock distribution. We assume throughout that G is common knowledge. 
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Contract. An employment contract ],[ λCwC =  consists of the wage w, which is paid in the 

good state, and a real-valued function 4]1,[: R→αλC , which specifies the contract provisions 

in case of a demand recession. )](),(),(),([)( xBxAxxrxC ωλ =  are the contract terms condi-

tional on the occurrence of the recession state ]1,[α∈x . The indicator function r specifies 

whether the job will produce ( 1)( =xr ) and the worker is paid the wage )(xω , or whether the 

job is closed down ( 0)( =xr ) and the worker receives the severance payment )(xA  and the 

option to claim )(xB , if he does not find a follow-up job and becomes unemployed.  

Profit Function. In the good state, the profit of the firm is wy − . If the job is hit by a shock 

x and the contract )(xCλ  stipulates production, the profit is  

(1) )())(( xyxxCJ ωλ −=+ . 

If 0)( =xr , the contract stipulates separation and the profit is equal to the termination costs 

(2) )]()1()([))(( xBpxAxCJ −+−=−
λ . 

From (1) and (2), the profit of a job bound to the contract ],[ λCwC = , if hit by a shock x, is 

+= + ))(()())(( xCJxrxCJ λλ ))(())(1( xCJxr λ
−− , whereas the ex ante expected profit of the 

job, )(CJ , is given by −−= yCJ )(1()( λ ))](([E) G xCJw λλ+ , where the expectation is taken 

with regard to the distribution G. 

Utility Function. A worker owns one unit of time, during which he can produce up to y 

units of the output. The worker is either employed or unemployed. If employed, his end-of-

period utility from consuming c is )(cu . If unemployed, his end-of-period utility is ),( ζυ yc , 

where yζ is the scarring effect of unemployment. The welfare loss due to the scar is increasing 

in the worker’s human capital or productivity y. The utility functions fulfill the following as-

sumption. 

(A2)  RR →+:u , the von-Neumann-Morgenstern utility function of the employed, is a 2C  

function with 0>′u  and 0<′′u . The utility function of the unemployed, ++ × RR:υ R→ , is 
‘quasi-linear’ with respect to the scarring effect of unemployment, ζζυ ycuyc −= )(),( . The 
scar 0≥ζ  is a worker-specific random variable with distribution function Z and mean =z  

0)(0 ≥∫
∞ ζζdZ . 

Workers are homogenous with respect to y, but may differ with respect to z. For worker 

types with a high value of z, their social and legal status as an employed citizen is very impor-
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tant for their wellbeing; in contrast, a neoclassical worker with 0=z  ascribes no significance 

to such intangible factors. 

If a worker signs a contract ],[ λCwC = , his budget in the good state is wc = , and his util-

ity is )(wu . If the job is hit by a shock, the utility depends on whether production or separa-

tion occurs. If λC  stipulates production in state x, the firm pays the contract wage )(xω  and 

the utility of the worker is  

(3) ))(())(( xuxCU ωλ =+ . 

If 0)( =xr , the job is closed down, and the terminated worker moves to the spot market to 

look for a re-employment. With probability p, he finds a job with wage yv. Together with the 

severance pay )(xA , his consumption is yvxAxc += )()(  and his utility ))(( yvxAu + . With 

probability p−1 , he becomes unemployed. Being protected by the contract λC  which stipu-

lates the severance pay )(xA  and the SUB )(xB , his consumption is =)(xc ybxBxA ++ )()( . 

Accounting for the scarring effect, his ex post utility is ζyybxBxAu −++ ))()(( . The de-

mand shock, the transition to a follow-up job and the scar are independently distributed ran-

dom events. Thus, the expected utility of a worker z, who is terminated in state x, is 

(4) ]))()(()[1())(())(( yzybxBxAupyvxApuxCU −++−++=−
λ . 

From (3) and (4), the expected utility of a worker protected by a contract ],[ λCwC = , 

whose job is hit by a shock x, is =))(( xCU λ ++ ))(()( xCUxr λ ))(())(1( xCUxr λ
−− , while his 

ex ante expected utility is +−= )()1()( wuCU λ ))](([EG xCU λλ . 

Remark 1. Obviously, our naïve ‘ζ-theory’ presupposes that the scarring effect is exoge-

nous and resembles a non-actuarial and non-marketed negative consumption externality. The 

jobless compare their status with their self-perception or with the socio-economic status of a 

reference group and, as in the literature on the happiness research, suffer cet. par. a welfare 

loss equal to 0≥ζy . The scarring effect could depend, for example, on the employment car-

rier of the worker, on his age and education, on the strength of his family ties, on the local un-

employment rate or on social work norms (Clark and Oswald 1994, Stutzer and Lalive 2004). 

We take this heterogeneity into account by assuming different worker types earmarked by a 

type specific distribution of the scarring effect. 

Remark 2. For convenience, we assume that the utility function of the jobless is linear in 

yζ, so that the ‘scarring risk of unemployment’ is not a literal risk in the sense of the neoclas-
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sical risk theory. Moreover, there is neither a market, where a worker could buy coverage 

against the scarring effect, nor a welfare state, which provides statuary employment protec-

tion; the only means to reduce the endogenous likelihood of the scarring effect are the provi-

sions of the employment contract, which will be discussed in more detail in the following section.  

C. Efficient Labor Contracts 

Lagrangian function. An employment contract ],[ λCwC =  is efficient with respect to a 

worker of type z, if C maximizes the ex ante expected utility )(CU  of z subject to the partici-

pation constraint of a non-negative ex ante expected profit 0)( ≥CJ , where we assume for the 

time being that the reservation utility of the firm is equal to zero. += )(),( CUC δL )(CJδ  is 

the Lagrangian function of the maximization problem, and 0≥δ  is the Lagrange multiplier 

associated with the participation constraint. The Langrangian is a concave function of the con-

tract terms with the following first-order conditions (FOC) for an interior solution 

(5) 0])()[1( =−′−=
∂
∂ δλ wu
w

L
 

(6) 0]))(()[(
)(

=−′=
∂

∂ δωλ
ω

xuxr
x

L
 

(7) 0]))()(()1())(())[(1(
)(

=−++′−++′−=
∂

∂ δλ ybxBxAupyvxAupxr
xA

L
 

(8) 0]))()(()[1))((1(
)(

=−++′−−=
∂

∂ δλ ybxBxAupxr
xB

L
. 

Inspection of the FOC (5) – (8) yields the following results, where SyI  with bppvI S )1( −+=  

is the expected income of a worker without a contract, who searches for a spot market job.  

 

LEMMA 1. (i) The Lagrange multiplier δ is equal to the marginal utility of consumption in 
the good state, such that in view of (A2) 0)( >=′ δwu . (ii) If production occurs in a recession 
state x, then 1)( =xr  and δω =′ ))(( xu . (iii) If the job is closed down in a recession state x, 
then 0)( =xr  and +′=+′ )(())(( xAuyvxAu δ=+ ))( ybxB , such that 

(9) ybBAyvAyIBpAw S ++=+=+−+== )1(ω . 

 

Remark 3. An ex ante efficient employment contract fully shifts the consumption risk of the 

risk-averse worker to the risk-neutral firm. The contract wages w and ω, the severance pay A, 

and the SUB B are all state independent, while the marginal utility of consumption is equal in 

all possible states, which in turn implies (9). The ex-ante and the ex-post wage replacement 
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rates are equal to one. The ex ante expected replacement rate sets the expected income of a 

terminated worker, SyIBpA +−+ )1( , into relation to his contract wage. Likewise, the ex 

post replacement rates set the income of a terminated worker who found a spot market job, 

yvA + , or who became unemployed, ybBA ++ , into relation to his wage. 

Remark 4. Obviously, the public unemployment compensation yb crowds out the private 

SUB B on a one-for-one basis, as the equations (9) imply )( bvyB −= .  

Remark 5. Whereas 0>B , in view of assumption (A1), the severance pay yvwA −=  can 

be negative, if the spot market wage exceeds the contract wage. To exclude negative sever-

ance payments, we could add a non-negativity constraint for A to the maximization problem. 

But this constraint would make the characterization of the solution more tedious without add-

ing new insights, except the one that a higher equilibrium share of workers will enter into a 

GEC, if an admissible contract must satisfy the condition 0≥A .  

Remark 6. As the FOC make clear, with an additive separable utility function for the job-

less and, moreover, with jobless, whose preferences are neutral with respect to the volatility of 

the scarring effect, the terms of an efficient labor contract do not depend on the ex post wel-

fare loss yζ. However, the ex ante expected welfare loss yz operates through the indicator 

function and determines the efficient ex ante termination rule and in particular whether the ef-

ficient contract for a worker of type z is a SPC or a GEC. 

Reservation productivity. To establish the optimal ex ante termination rule, assume that 

],[ λCwC =  is an efficient contract for worker 0≥z . Furthermore, assume that the job is hit 

by a shock ]1,[α∈x . If production occurs, firm and worker earn the joint income yx. If firm 

and worker separate, their joint income is SyI . Thus, )(xyh , with SIxxh −=)( , is the differ-

ential rent between the joint income from continuing and from closing the job down. For the 

continuation rent )(xh , we assume 

(A3) )1(0)( hh <<α . 

As )(xh  is a strictly increasing 1C  function on ]1,[α , considering (A3), there is a unique 

productivity mR  with <α 1<mR  for which 0)( =mRh . Next, let the wage and the replace-

ment payments of C be given. Then, considering (A3), the following lemma applies. 

 
LEMMA 2. (i) The worker 0≥z  favors production to separation for all ]1,[α∈x , the prefer-

ence being strict, if 0>z . (ii) The employer of z prefers production in all states ≥x mR  and 

strictly prefers separation, if mRx < . (iii) Therefore, regardless of the worker type 0≥z , 
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1)( =xr  holds, whenever mRx ≥ . (iv) For all worker types 0≥z , there is a unique reserva-

tion productivity )(zR  depending on z, with mRzR ≤≤ )(α , such that ⇔= 1)(xr )(zRx ≥ .  

 

Profit and utility function. Due to the reservation property and equations (9), the terms of 

an efficient employment contract )(zC  for a worker 0≥z  are uniquely determined by the 

contract wage w and the reservation productivity R, which are both functions of z. Conse-

quently, we obtain the ex ante expected utility of z from 

(10) 

yzpRGwu

xdGCUxdGCUwuRwU
R

R

)1)(()(

)()()()()()1(),(
1

−−=

++−= ∫ ∫
+−

λ

λλλ
α

λλ , 

where )(RGλ  is the separation probability, while )1)(( pRG −λ  is the endogenous likelihood 

that the contract is terminated and the redundant worker suffers the scarring effect. Corre-

spondingly, the ex ante expected profit of the job bound to the contract )(zC  is 

(11) 

),()(

)())(()()())(1(),(
1

RwlREy

xdGxCJxdGCJwyRwJ
R

R

−=

∫ ∫++−−= +−

α
λλ λλλ

, 

where )(REy  is the ex ante expected revenue with =)(REy +− )1[( λy ))](Rλµ  and =)(Rµ  

∫
1 )(R xdGx , and ),( Rwl  are the ex ante expected labor costs associated with )(zC . Labor 

costs consist of wage and termination costs: +−= wRGl ))(1( λ ])1()[( BpARG −+λ . Consid-

ering (9), we can rewrite the termination costs to get: −= wl ≡SyIRG )(λ ),( Rwl . Both the 

revenue and the labor costs are strictly decreasing functions of R, as 0)()( <−=′ yRRgREy λ  and 

0)(),( <−= SR yIRgRwl λ , where ),( RwlR  denotes the partial derivative of the labor cost 

function with respect to R. Considering (A3), the marginal revenue is strictly larger than the 

marginal labor costs for all ),[ mRR α∈ , thus the marginal profit from an incremental rise of R 

is strictly larger than zero: =)(RJ R 0)()( >− RyhRgλ . 

Solution. To solve the model with respect to w and R for a given z, we need two equations. 

The first key equation is the participation constraint of the maximization problem, from which 

we get the implicit ‘market price of the scarring risk’ (MPS). The second equation results 

from the equality of the MPS and the willingness of worker z to trade the scarring risk for a 

higher wage.  
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D. The Market Price of the Scarring Risk 

To illustrate the argument, we assume that labor contracts are implemented through a system 

of competitive product and labor markets with free entry. Firms and workers have symmetric 

information; the former supply jobs subject to the terms of an employment contract; job seek-

ers, who observe all contract terms, conclude an agreement that maximizes their expected util-

ity; free entry and competition ensure that only efficient labor contracts are viable. 

The Market Price of the Scarring Risk. The ex ante expected profit of a competitive job is 

equal to zero, as is confirmed by Lemma 1 (i). From 0),( =RwJ  and (11) follows the wage 

function R→]1,[: αw , which gives the wage )(Rw , at which an active job offering a labor 

contract with reservation productivity R earns zero expected profits 

(12) SyIRGREyRw )()()( λ+= . 

The wage (12) is equal to the sum of the expected revenue and the ex ante expected market 

income of a dismissed worker. Fig. 2 shows the contract market curve (CMC), as we will call 

the graph of the wage function (12), in the ),( Rw -plane. In order to characterize the shape of 

the CMC, we compute the first derivative of (12) with respect to R to obtain 

(13) MPSRyhRgRw =−=′ )()()( λ . 

It follows from (A3) and (13) that the CMC is strictly increasing on ),[ mRα  and has a 

unique maximum at mR . The set of efficient employment protection contracts for workers of 

type 0≥z  corresponds to the increasing branch of the CMC, which encompasses two differ-

ent forms of contracts. Severance pay contracts =AC ],[ RwA  with ],( mRR α∈  and =Aw  

)(Rw  provide full coverage against the income risk, but only partial protection against the 

scarring risk, whereas the risk-free GEC ],[ αBB wC =  with α=R  and )(αwwB =  fully 

shifts the income and the scarring risk to the firm. For workers of any type 0≥z  a labor con-

tract C with reservation productivity ]1,( mRR ∈  and wage )(Rw  is inefficient, as C is domi-

nated by more efficient contracts with wages at least as high as )(Rw  and reservation produc-

tivities strictly lower than R. 

With an increasing R, the likelihood of becoming jobless and suffering the unemployment 

scar grows. In equilibrium, the market offers the workers a compensation for accepting that 

risk, because an incremental increase of ),[ mRR α∈  leads to a marginal profit equal to 0)( >RJ R . 

We call the premium MPS, which the market is prepared to pay for the risk, the implicit mar-

ket price of the scarring risk. Clearly, )(RJMPS R≤ . Free entry and bidding up drive MPS 
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until all profit opportunities are exhausted and )(RJMPS R= . Consequently, as =′ )(Rw  

)(RJ R , the slope of the CMC at ],[ mRR α∈  reflects the equilibrium price of the scarring risk 

at the reservation productivity R. Note that the wage function (12) is strictly concave in the 

neighborhood of mR . Fig. 2 represents a case where the CMC is strictly concave everywhere 

on ),[ mRα , so that the risk premium MPS is strictly decreasing on ),[ mRα  and approaches 

zero as R converges to mR  (see Appendix A2).  

The willingness to accept the scarring risk. If a positive measure of workers of type 0≥z  

apply for work, the market will offer CEP with terms that maximize the expected utility of z. 

The contract terms preferred by z can be derived by means of the tangential condition MPS = 

MRS, where MRS is the compensation expected by z for accepting the scarring risk. We de-

termine MRS using the total differential of the utility function (10). The marginal utility of in-

come is =∂∂ wU / 0)( >′ wu , while the marginal disutility of the reservation productivity is 

0)1)((/ <−−=∂∂ yzpRgRU λ  for 0>z . The premium expected by z for a higher separation 

probability is thus given by the marginal rate of substitution between the wage rate and the 

reservation productivity  

(14) 0
)(

)1)((
/)(
/)( ≥

′
−=

∂∂
∂∂−=≡

wu

yzpRg

wzU

RzU

dR

dw
MRS

λ
. 

The indifference curves of type z increase thus monotonically, as represented in Fig. 2 for 

the worker types 1z  and 2z . Moreover, the depicted curves are strictly convex (see App. A3). 

Workers request a higher premium for a higher exposure to the scarring risk. Uniformly dis-

tributed demand shocks are sufficient for both the strict concavity of the CMC as well as the 

strict convexity of the indifference curves (see App. A2 and A3).  
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Fig. 2: Severance Pay Contracts of workers 1z  and 2z  
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E. Contractual Employment Protection 

Self selection and wage dispersion. Next we address the question how the terms of an effi-

cient labor contract depend on the expected scarring effect z. In equilibrium, workers of type 

1z  and 2z  will choose those SPC ),([)( zwzC AA = )](zR  with ))(()( zRwzwA =  that satisfy 

the type-specific tangential condition, see Fig. 2, where 21 zz < , as the lemma below will 

prove. Let 0≥z  be a worker, who would conclude a SPC )(zCA  in contract market equilib-

rium.  

 

LEMMA 3. The reservation productivity of )(zCA , ],()( mRzR α∈ , is a strictly decreasing 
1C  function of z with mRR =)0( . Thus, the greater z, the lower are the separation probability 

))(( zRGλ  and the contract wage )(zwA  of )(zCA . Therefore, the equilibrium is characterized 
by wage dispersion, which reflects the heterogeneity of the expected scarring effects. 
 

The marginal worker type. Some workers prefer a risk-free GEC that eliminates not only 

the income, but also the scarring risk of unemployment. The GEC wage is −=≡ 1[)( ywwB α  

)]1( µλ −  and the separation probability is 0)( =αλG . Thus, the probability of becoming job-

less, when protected by the GEC is 0)1)(( =− pG αλ . We will characterize next the marginal 

worker Bz , who is indifferent between the GEC and the type-specific SPC. 

 

PROPOSITION 1. The z-value of the marginal worker type, Bz , is determined by  

(15) 0
1

)(
)( >

−
′

−=
p

wu
hz B

B α . 

 
All workers with an ex ante expected scarring effect that exceeds Bz  prefer the risk-free 

GEC, whereas all others prefer to trade the scarring risk for a higher wage and demand a SPC 

with a positive exposure to the scarring risk of unemployment, see Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3: Share of Workers Concluding a SPC or the GEC 

 
Contract market versus spot market jobs. At stage 0, see Fig. 1, worker 0≥z  must decide 

between searching for a spot market or for a contract market job. The expected utility of a spot 

market job, )(zV , follows from =),,( zBAV ])()[1()( yzybBAupyvApu −++−++  with 
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),0,0()( zVzV ≡ , because spot market jobs do not offer replacement payments. Nevertheless, 

the advantage of a spot market job can be a higher income. The ex ante expected spot market 

income of z is SyI , whereas with the efficient contract =)(zC ),([ zw )](zR , a SPC or a GEC, z 

would earn =)(zIC +− )()))((1( zwzRGλ SyIzRG ))((λ . Thus ≥SyI )(zIC  if and only if ≥SyI  

)(zw . Indeed, if the probability of a demand shock λ is sufficiently high, then worker types 

exist, whose equilibrium contract wage is strictly lower than their spot market income SyI . 

 

LEMMA 4. Let )1()1( h>− µλ . Then, a worker type ),0(ˆ Bzz ∈  with a contract wage )ˆ(zwA  

exists, for which SA yIzw =)ˆ( . For all worker types zz ˆ> , the contract wage )(zw  is strictly 

lower than the spot market income SyI , that is SB yIzww <≤ )( . 

 

On the other hand, the spot market has an obvious disadvantage inasmuch as workers are 

confronted with an exogenous probability of unemployment 01 >− p , which might be too 

high at the given spot market wage in comparison to the transition probability 0)1))((( ≥− pzRGλ  

that z would enjoy with )(zC . And indeed, workers of all types strictly prefer CEP to a spot 

market job. To prove this proposition, let ))(( zCU  denote the expected utility of z, if z con-

cludes the efficient contract )(zC . 

 

PROPOSITION 2. For all worker types 0≥z , the participation constraint for the contract 
market is satisfied as a strict inequality, i.e., )())(( zVzCU > . 

 

Comparative statics. The results of the comparative static analysis of the GEC, the SPC, 

and the z-value Bz  of the marginal worker type are summarized in the following lemma.  

 
LEMMA 5. (i) (Productivity) An incremental increase of the worker’s productivity will 

raise the wages of the GEC and the SPC and the corresponding severance pay, while the res-
ervation productivities and the z-value of the marginal worker will fall. (ii) (Demand Shock) 
A higher probability of a demand shock will decrease the wages of the GEC and the SPC and 
the corresponding severance pay, while the z-value of the marginal worker will rise. (iii) 
(Frictions) A change of the friction parameters has no influence on the GEC wage, while an 
increase of p, v or b will increase the SPC wages and the z-value of the marginal worker type. 
Moreover, the proportion of workers demanding the risk-free GEC tends towards zero, as p 
approaches one. (iv) (Scarring effect) A raise of the expected scarring effect Bzz ≥  has no 

influence on the GEC wage, while an incremental raise of ),0[ Bzz ∈  will reduce the wage, 
the reservation productivity and the severance pay of the corresponding SPC. 
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F. Re-contracting 

Are the ex ante agreed upon separation rules of a SPC and the GEC ex post efficient? To ex-

plore this question, we first adhere to the assumption of no ex post competition. Next we as-

sume that the firm observes an alternative use for the job endowment with an expected profit 

equal to Π at stage 1, see Fig. 1. Contracts concluded at stage 0 can be renegotiated by mutual 

consent at stage 1, after the demand state ]1,[α∈x  and the profit Π of the alternative market 

opportunity have been revealed to the contracting parties. 

With regard to the separation rule of a contract )(zC , there are two cases to distinguish de-

pending on the demand state x. The first occurs, when )(zRx ≥  and 0),( <zxπ  apply, where 

−= yxzx ),(π )(zw  is the ex post profit of the firm. )(zC , which can be either a GEC or a 

SPC, stipulates production, although the firm would incur a loss. The firm, which strictly pre-

fers separation, would like to renegotiate the termination rule of )(zC . In the second case, a 

recession state )(zRx <  occurs, such that the contract )(zC , which of course must be a SPC, 

stipulates separation. The worker z, who ex ante traded the scarring risk for a higher wage, 

would be exposed to the threat of the unemployment scar, if firm and worker would separate 

in accordance with )(zC . Although )(zC  fully covers the consumption risk, the worker nev-

ertheless strictly prefers to modify )(zC  to ‘save his workplace’ if and only if 0>z .  

First assume that )(zRx ≥  and that the firm would incur a loss 0),( <zxπ , if the worker 

refuses to re-contract. The employer prefers termination to production and would be prone to 

offer an ex post redundancy pay a to get the worker’s approval to renegotiate )(zC . If z would 

be better off with the redundancy pay a than with abiding to )(zC , which gives him a claim to 

his job and the wage )(zw , closing the job down would be ex post efficient. Of course, a can-

not exceed the loss to be avoided, so that a must satisfy ≡≤ ),( zxaa ),( xzπ− , where ),( zxa  

is the redundancy pay that would leave the employer of z indifferent between continuing and 

terminating the job in the recession state x. As the worker protected by the contract )(zC  is 

guaranteed utility ))(( zwu , a redundancy payment a that would induce him to accept the sepa-

ration proposal must satisfy )(zaa ≥ , where )(za  with =),0),(( zzaV ))(( zwu  is the state in-

dependent redundancy pay that would leave the worker just indifferent between continuing 

and terminating the job. Proposition 3 below will confirm that even the maximal separation 

rent )(za , for which :)(),({maxarg)( zazxaza −= )}(zRx ≥ , is negative, so that there exists 

indeed no redundancy pay a acceptable to both the firm and the worker z.  
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Next assume )(zRx < . In this case, the contract )(zC  must be a SPC stipulating separation. 

The neoclassical worker with 0=z  being protected by )0(C , which gives him a claim to a 

flat consumption stream, would be indifferent between employment and unemployment and, 

furthermore, between a spot market job and his present workplace. Therefore, the neoclassical 

worker would quit in accordance with )0(C  without sustaining any welfare loss. In contrast, 

all other worker types cet. par. strictly prefer to save their workplace to a termination of their 

job. To avoid the unemployment scar, they even are willing to offer to the firm a wage cut. 

The wage )(zw  that would leave z indifferent between separation and continuation follows 

from yzpzwuzwu )1())(())(( −−= , because, if production would not occur, the worker could 

claim the replacement payments guaranteed by )(zC  for which the equations (9) apply. The 

maximal wage cut a worker of type z would tolerate, )(zχ , is therefore given by =)(zχ  

)()( zwzw − . Except for the neoclassical worker for whom 0)0( =χ , the wage cut is strictly 

positive for all 0>z . 

The minimal wage concession on which the employer of z would insist to continue the job, 

),( zxχ , can be determined as follows. As long as the renegotiated wage is lower than ),( zxw , 

the firm would gain or at least not lose from continuing the job, where BpzAyxzxw )1()(),( −++=  

is the wage that would leave the employer of z indifferent between continuing and terminating 

the job in a recession state )(zRx < . Therefore, the minimal wage cut on which the employer 

of z would insist during a renegotiation of )(zC  is given by =),( zxχ ),()( zxwzw − . Clearly 

)(),( xyhzx −=χ , so that ),( zxχ  is strictly decreasing in x, but does not depend on the worker 

type z, so we may write =)(xχ ),( zxχ  for all 0≥z . Moreover, the minimal wage concession 

the employer would ask for is strictly greater than zero for all recession states )(zRx < . The 

following proposition actually confirms that )())(( zzR χχ > , where =))(( zRχ :)({inf xχ  

)}(zRx < , so the continuation rent )(zχ  with ))(()()( zRzz χχχ −=  is negative and no con-

tinuation wage acceptable to both employer and employee exists.  

 
PROPOSITION 3. Without ex post competition, the separation rule of )(zC  is ex post effi-

cient, i.e. neither the good state ( 1=x ) nor the recession states )(zRx ≥  yield a positive sepa-
ration rent. Likewise in the recession states )(zRx <  there is no continuation rent to reap.  
 

Let the parties observe ex post an alternative market opportunity for the firm, the expected 

profit of which is equal to Π, and define the following threshold values ≡),( zxπ 0)(),( <− zwzxw  
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and 0),()(),( >−≡ zxazazxπ . There are two cases to distinguish. In the first, )(zRx ≥  and 

),(Π zxπ>  hold, such that )(zC  stipulates production, although the employer of z strictly 

prefers separation. Obviously, the redundancy pay which the firm is ready to offer can not be 

higher than ),(Π zxa+ . Consequently, the decision to separate in a recession )(zRx ≥  is ef-

ficient if and only if >+ ),(Π zxa )(za  or, equivalently, if and only if 0),(Π >> zxπ . 

Suppose next that )(zRx < . Then, )(zC  must be a SPC which stipulates separation. In this 

case, all but the neoclassical worker would be willing to accept a pay cut to save their job and 

avoid the unemployment scar. But to reach an agreement about the continuation of the job, the 

parties must be able to earn a rent. The maximal pay cut that would leave the worker indiffer-

ent between separation and continuation is still )(zχ , the minimal pay cut the employer 

would demand considering his market alternative is Π)( +xχ , so the continuation would be 

efficient if and only if >)(zχ Π)( +xχ  or, rearranging terms, if and only if 0),(Π << zxπ .  
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  Fig. 4: Region of separation and continuation with a GEC              Fig. 5: Region of separation and continuation with a SPC 

We can summarize the results as follows. First, if the expected profit of the market alternative 

Π is high enough, such that ),(Π zxπ> , see Fig. 4 for the case of the GEC and Fig. 5 for the 

SPC, separation is efficient as parties can reap a separation rent. The firm would have to com-

pensate the worker with a redundancy pay, if )(zRx ≥ . Second, if <x )(zR  and <Π ),( zxπ , 

see Fig. 5, both worker and firm must fear a welfare loss from enacting )(zC , which stipulates 

separation. Continuation is efficient as parties could reap a continuation rent, whereby the 

worker would have to compensate the firm offering the employer a reduction of his contract 

wage.  
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V. Moral Hazard 

Although asymmetric information is usually mentioned as the main reason why CEP is rarely 

observed in practice, there seems to be neither theory nor empirical evidence to confirm this 

widely held opinion. The models in this section follow the traditional theory of implicit con-

tracts with a focus first on the case of asymmetric information on the demand for the output of 

the firm. In the second part, we introduce in addition asymmetric information on the re-

employment status of a dismissed worker. The section makes clear that there is a variety of 

asymmetric information structures that will induce job seekers to look for even stricter CEP 

than in the first-best equilibrium. Moreover, the second-best SPC use a two-wage structure, 

one wage for the good and another wage for the recession states. Of course, firms offer con-

tracts with a completely rigid wage. But, under asymmetric information on the demand, the 

recession wage a worker prefers to contract, is strictly lower than the wage for the good state. 

The reason is that as a consequence of the information asymmetry the separation decision is 

no longer contractible and workers make use of the recession wage and the severance pay to 

induce their employer to implement the preferred separation probability, thereby sacrificing 

the income insurance function of a rigid wage. In contrast, if the re-employment status of a 

dismissed worker is private information, workers who sign a third-best SPC must bear income 

risk. Therefore, it can occur that all worker types want to conclude a GEC, as in the famous 

‘Wage Bill Argument’ of Akerlof and Miyazaki (1980).  

A. Output Demand 

First, we assume that the workers or the court, in the case of legal proceedings, cannot verify 

the demand for the output of a job. There are two cases to distinguish, depending on whether 

the information asymmetry relates to the demand shock per se or, more specifically, to the ob-

servability of the ex post demand yx. We assume that a worker at stage 1 can verify whether 

his job is hit by a shock, but that he cannot observe the ex post demand state yx. Therefore, a 

SPC can be conditioned on whether the job is hit by a shock, but not on yx.  

Given this information structure, a SPC ],,,[ BAwC AAA ω=  has four components, namely 

the contract wages Aw  and Aω , which the worker is paid, respectively, in the good state and 

in a recession, the severance pay A and the SUB B. As the contract cannot be conditioned on 

the demand state yx, the reservation productivity is not contractible and the firm unilaterally 

determines separation. The firm will terminate the job and dismiss the worker as soon as the 

operating loss yxA −ω  equals the expected costs of a dismissal +A Bp)1( − . Thus the firm 
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terminates the SPC, if Rx < , where R is determined by the incentive compatibility constraint 

+≡ ARCIC A ),( −−− ABp ω()1( 0) =yR . 

The expected profit of a job with a SPC ],,,[ BAwC AAA ω=  and the reservation productiv-

ity R is 

(16) [ ]])1()[())(1()1()(),( BpARGRGwREyRCJ AAA −++−−−−= ωλλ , 

whereas the expected utility of a worker z protected by AC , whose employer picks the reser-

vation productivity R, is 

(17) ),,()()())(1()()1(),( zBAVRGuRGwuRCU AAA λωλλ +−+−= . 

Taking into account the free entry condition, the equilibrium SPC for a worker of type 

0≥z  corresponds to the solution of the following constrained maximization problem 

(18)  ),(max
},{

RCU A
RCA

      subject to      0),( ≥RCJ A   and  0),( =RCIC A . 

Grossman and Hart (1981, 1983) emphasize that the first-best SPC between a neoclassical 

worker with 0=z  and a risk-neutral firm is incentive compatible, even though the termina-

tion decision is not contractible. A risk-neutral firm making a contract with a neoclassical 

worker has no incentive to report a false demand state, because the revenue of the firm is at 

least as high as the labor cost savings from a dismissal in all demand states. The authors thus 

model the consequences of the information asymmetry under the assumption that the firm is 

risk-averse. In our model, the firm, although risk-neutral, has a strong incentive in a recession 

to announce a wrong demand state to terminate the job. The reason is that an optimal SPC not 

only fully insures the worker against the income risk, but also provides protection against the 

scarring risk, if 0>z . Protecting a worker 0>z  against the scarring risk forces the firm to 

hoard his labor in all recession states x, for which <≤ xzR )( mR . If the output demand is pri-

vate information, the firm can save labor hoarding costs and terminate the contract unilaterally 

at the profit maximizing R.  

 
LEMMA 6. The first-best SPC of a worker of type ),0( Bzz ∈  is not incentive compatible, if 

the demand for the output of the job is observed by the firm, but not by the worker. 
 

),(),(),(),,,( RCICRCJRCURC AAAA γδγδ ++=L , the Lagrangian of the maximization 

problem (18), is a concave function of the terms of the SPC and the reservation productivity. 

The FOC for an interior solution with 0≥δ  and γ as the Lagrange multipliers of, respectively, 

the participation constraint and the incentive constraint are 
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(19) 0])()[1( =−′−=
∂
∂ δλ A

A
wu

w

L
 

(20) 0])())[(1( =−−′−=
∂
∂ γδωλ
ω A

A
uRG

L
 

(21) 0])()1()()[( =+−++′−++′=
∂
∂ γδλ ybBAupyvAupRG

A

L
 

(22) [ ] 0)1()()1)(( =−+−++′−=
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∂ γδλ pybBAupRG
B

L
 

(23) 
[

[ ]] 0)()1(

])()[1()()()(

=+−−−+

+−++−−+−−=
∂
∂

yyRBpA

yzybBAupyvApuuRg
R

A

A

γωδ

ωλL
. 

Inspection of the FOC (19) - (23) yields the following results for the second-best SPC. 

 
LEMMA 7. (i) The multiplier δ is equal to the marginal utility of consumption in the good 

state, 0)( >=′ δAwu . (ii) The multiplier γ, which reflects the difference between the marginal 

utility of consumption in the good and in the bad states, =γ )]()())[(1( AA wuuRG ′−′− ωλ , is 

nonnegative, 0≥γ . The firm pays Aω  in a recession and Aw  in the good state, where 0>γ  

and thus AAw ω>  if and only if 0>z . (iii) As =+ yvA +A ybB + , a second-best SPC fully 
shifts the income risk of the dismissed worker to the firm. (iv) Nonetheless, in contrast to the 
neoclassical worker, workers of type 0>z  do not fully insure their income risk. Rather, z pre-
fers a state independent ex post replacement rate which is strictly larger than one, =+ yvA  

>++ ybBA AAw ω> . (v) The second-best reservation productivity ],[)( mRzR α∈  is a de-

creasing function of z with mRR =)0( . 

 

Remark 7. Dismissed workers of type 0>z  receive a severance payment A, for which 

AAwyvA ω>>+ , as Lemma 7 (iv) indicates. This contrasts with the second-best result of 

Grossman and Hart (1981) for a contract between a neoclassical worker and a risk-averse 

firm, for which AyvA ω<+ . Moreover, while the equilibrium unemployment is greater in the 

second-best than in the first-best situation in Grossman and Hart (1981), the scarring risk to-

gether with the asymmetric information about labor’s marginal product causes unemployment 

to be lower in the second-best equilibrium of the contract market, as follows from Proposition 

1 and Lemma 7 (v) together with Proposition 4 below, which characterizes the second-best 

marginal worker type. Of course, the ‘over-employment’ in the contract market equilibrium 

can be one reason for ‘mass unemployment’ in the overall economy. 

Remark 8. The hypotheses that a risk-averse worker in a job-specific recession is paid a 

wage that is strictly less than the wage he would have earned in the good state, i.e. AA w<ω , 

is confirmed by the empirical literature on the phenomenon of unemployment scarring (Greg-
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ory and Jukes 2001). The reason for this two-wage structure of a second-best SPC is the pre-

vailing information asymmetry and not the demand recession per se. As the separation deci-

sion is not contractible, workers with 0>z  use the recession wage and the severance pay to 

induce the employer to pick the preferred reservation productivity. Considering the incentive 

constraint, a lower recession wage and/or a higher severance pay will cet. par. induce the firm 

to implement a lower separation probability.  

As the distribution function G and its support is public knowledge, the fact that the separa-

tion decision is not contractible is of no importance for the terms of the risk-free GEC =BC  

],[ αBw . The fraction of workers that favors the risk-free GEC is larger in the second-best 

than in the first-best equilibrium. To prove this proposition, we first characterize the marginal 

worker type 
2Bz , who is indifferent between the GEC and the type-specific second-best SPC. 

The marginal worker 
2Bz  would sign a SPC with wages =Aw BA w=ω . To induce the em-

ployer to choose the reservation productivity α=R , the severance pay A and the SUB B must 

satisfy +A )(αω yhyv A −=  and )( bvyB −= . Given these terms of the type-specific SPC, 

the employer of the marginal worker will indeed choose α=R  moreover, the participation 

constraint of the maximization problem (18) holds as a strict equality under these contract 

terms. In view of =γ 0)]()())[(1( =′−′− AA wuuRG ωλ  and Lemma 7 (iii), the FOC (23) im-

plies the following equation for the marginal worker type 

(24) 
yp

wuyhwu
z BB

B )1(
)())((

2 −
−−= α

. 

 

PROPOSITION 4. The fraction of workers, who conclude the risk-free GEC, is strictly larger 
in the second-best than in the first-best contract market equilibrium, i.e. 

12
0 BB zz << , where 

1Bz  is given by (15).  

 

B. Efficiency 

The second-best allocation of the income risk and the scarring risk is not efficient under the 

above information structure. There are two sources for the inefficiency. First, as Lemma 7 (iv) 

indicates, workers concluding a second-best SPC are under-insured, as they bear income risk. 

Second, all workers of type ),[
12 BB zzz ∈  are over-insured. They conclude the GEC, although 

their first-best alternative would be a SPC with a positive exposure to the scarring risk.  
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To correct the market failure, a social planner subject to the same information asymmetry as 

the workers employs three instruments for each type ),0(
1Bzz ∈ , one to smooth consumption, 

a second to induce efficient separations and a third to regulate the market entry of the jobs.  

To reallocate the income risk of the worker ),0(
1Bzz ∈ , the planner makes use of a wage 

transfer t. In case of a demand shock, the employer must pay the worker an amount t in addi-

tion to the contract wage, if production takes place. Thus, the disposable income of the worker 

in a recession is tA +ω , if production occurs. Given a positive measure of workers of type z 

and a corresponding number of competing employers, who take these workers on, we may as-

sume that in view of the ‘thick market’ the contracting parties will behave as price takers with 

respect to the policy variable t. Let Aw  and Aω  be the contract wages that solve the maximi-

zation problem (18). Then the planner will choose t to smooth the income of the worker such 

that AA wt =+ω . But AA wt =+ω  implies that the Lagrange multiplier γ is zero, such that the 

disposable income of the worker in all possible states is equal and state independent, =Aw  

=+=+ yvAtAω ybBA ++  from the FOC (19) – (22). The type-dependent wage subsidy t, 

therefore, is sufficient to shift the total income risk to the firm. 

To induce the firm to realize the first-best separation decision, the planner makes use of a 

type-dependent firing tax F. The tax paid on separation is not a compensation transferred to 

the worker, it is a dismissal cost borne by the firm. The profit maximizing reservation produc-

tivity R, which the employer will implement given F, t and the terms of the SPC, follows from 

the incentive constraint −+−+ FBpA )1( 0)( =−+ yRtAω . Inserting the terms of the first-

best contract into this equation gives 0)( >−= RyhF , such that 0// >−= dzydRdzdF .  

Considering the payments t and F and inserting the above insurance equations (9) into the 

profit equation (17) gives the expected profit of a job bound to a SPC 

(25) [ ] TFRGyIRGwREyRCJ SAA +−−−= )()()(),( λλ . 

T is a type-dependent subsidy that is used by the planner to reimburse the firing tax and to 

assure that the efficient number of jobs will be supplied in market equilibrium. For this to oc-

cur, it is necessary and sufficient that the equilibrium R fulfills the wage function (12) and the 

tangential condition. Equation (25) and 0),( =RCJ A  imply 

(26) TFRGyIRGREyRw SA +−+= )()()()( λλ . 

Thus, given the subsidy FRGRT )()( λ= , the wage equations (12) and (26) are equivalent 

and the market price of the scarring risk is determined by equation (13).  
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C. Re-employment Status 

The feasibility of a contract claim offering SUB depends on whether the former employer is 

able to observe the subsequent employment status of the dismissed worker. In view of the 

threat 0>z , firms can be sure that workers have a strong ‘intrinsic’ motive to search for (re-) 

employment. But, if the result of the job search is unobservable, a dismissed worker would re-

port in any case that he was unable to find a new job and would insist on his claim to B.  

Given that neither the separation decision nor the SUB are contractible, severance pay con-

tracts ],,[ AwC AAA ω=  include a wage for the good state, a wage for the recession states and 

the severance pay. Agreements with a state independent completely rigid wage are, of course, 

not excluded from the set of admissible contracts. The third-best SPC for a worker of type 

0≥z  is determined by the solution to the maximization problem (18) with FOC (19) – (21) 

and (23), where we must set 0=B  throughout. Below we first present some general results 

for the third-best SPC. Next we characterize the marginal worker type, who is indifferent be-

tween the GEC and the type-specific SPC. Finally we discuss two variants of SPC. 

Let AC  be a third-best SPC, and let R be the incentive compatible reservation productivity 

associated with AC . The FOC (19) – (21) and (23) yield the following general results for AC  and R. 

 
LEMMA 8. (i) The multiplier δ is equal to the marginal utility of consumption in the good 

state, 0)( >=′ δAwu . (ii) The ex post replacement rate of a dismissed worker who found a 

spot market job is strictly larger than one, >+ yvA },{max AAw ω . (iii) Workers self-select 
with respect to the expected scarring effect, such that the equilibrium reservation productivity 

)(zR  is a strictly decreasing function of z.  
 

Marginal worker type. Without SUB, the fraction of over-insured workers preferring the 

risk-free GEC to a SPC increases further, as the next proposition for the marginal worker type 

3Bz  of the third-best contract market equilibrium will prove. The marginal worker is indiffer-

ent between the GEC and the type-specific SPC, given that a solution of (18) for some 0>z  

with a reservation productivity ],()( mRzR α∈  exists. The reason for the qualification is that 

one cannot exclude that, unlike the first-best and second-best situation, all worker types with 

0≥z  strictly prefer the risk-free GEC in the third-best contract market equilibrium to a SPC, 

i.e., it may be that 0
3

=Bz .  

 

PROPOSITION 5. If neither the SUB nor the separation decision are contractible, then 

123
0 BBB zzz <<≤ , where α≥b  is sufficient for 0

3
>Bz . 
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Remark 9. The ‘Wage Bill Argument’ of Akerlof and Miyazaki (1980) deals with the case 

0
3

=Bz . Indeed, if 0
3

=Bz , the contract market equilibrium is a ‘fixed-wage-cum-full- em-

ployment equilibrium’, as the authors call this state of the labor market, where the ‘fixed 

wage’ is equal to the GEC wage Bw . 

If 0
3

>Bz , there must be worker types ),0[
3Bzz ∈  who strictly prefer a third-best SPC to 

the GEC, even though they are confronted not only with the scarring risk but also with unin-

surable income risk. To explore the structure of the third-best SPC in more detail, we distin-

guish between two motives that shape the terms of a SPC, namely the precautionary motive 

and the wish to avoid the unemployment scar. Due to the precautionary motive, workers sign a 

SPC with an ex ante replacement rate strictly larger than one. The unemployment scar on the 

other hand is responsible for the worker’s selection of the contract wages for the good and the 

recession states. If the expected scar is small, the prospect of a high replacement income 

dominates the decision. The worker favors separation to continuation at stage 1 and signs a 

SPC with AA w>ω  to boost the separation probability. In the second, more realistic case, the 

unemployment scar is ‘large’. The worker, who prefers continuation to separation at stage 1, 

concludes a SPC with AAw ω>  to make his job more viable. 

Formally, which variant of SPC applies for a worker of type 0≥z  depends on the sign of 

the Lagrange multiplier associated with the incentive constraint. Specifically, the FOC (19) 

and (20) imply that AAw ω≥ , if and only if 0≥γ . The sign of γ in turn depends on the weight 

the workers put on the scarring risk and the uninsurable income risk, whereas the importance 

of the income risk depends on the ‘absolute prudence’ of the utility function u. In order to de-

velop the argument further, we assume that u is a 3C  function.  

Prudence. In the context of intertemporal expected utility maximization, the engagement of 

an investor in precautionary saving depends on the strength of his precautionary saving mo-

tive, which can be measured by the coefficient of absolute prudence )(cP  for which =)(cP  

)(/)( cucu ′′′′′− . The precautionary motive implies 0)( >cP  or, in view of (A2), 0)( >′′′ cu . 

Moreover, the identity −= )()( cacP )(/)( caca′  represents the relationship between absolute 

prudence )(cP  and the Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute risk-aversion =)(ca 0)(/)( >′′′− cucu . 

Obviously, the absolute risk aversion of u is non-increasing, i.e. 0)( ≤′ ca , if and only if 

)()( cacP ≥  (Kimball 1990, Kimball and Weil 2003). 
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The following lemma characterizes the dependence of the Lagrange multiplier γ on the pru-

dence of u for a worker of type ,0[∈z )
3Bz  who signs a third-best SPC AC , where R is the 

incentive compatible reservation productivity associated with AC . 

 
LEMMA 9. Using a second-order approximation to the state dependent marginal utilities of 

the dismissed worker z about Aω , the FOC (19) - (21) imply  

(27) )]()()([)())(1)(()( RyHPRhyuRGRGR AA ωωλγ +′′−= , 

where H is the indefinite integral of the continuation rent h, i.e. )()( RhRH =′ , such that mR  

minimizes )(RH  on ]1,[α , where for the minimum value 0)( >mRH .  

 
If 0=P , the associated utility function u is quadratic and vice versa. Considering equation 

(27), Figure 6 graphs the Lagrange multiplier for the quadratic case against the reservation 

productivity R. As (27) implies, )(Rγ  has three zeros in this benchmark case, two of which 

are at the endpoints of the domain of the demand shock distribution and the third zero is at 

)1,(α∈mR , for which 0)( =mRh  and therefore =)( mRγ 0. For the benchmark case, equation 

(27) together with (A2) point out that )(Rγ  is strictly greater than zero on ),( mRα  and strictly 

smaller than zero on )1,( mR . Figure 7 illustrates a case with a positive coefficient of prudence.  
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       Fig. 6:  Quadratic Utility with mRRR =< 0)0(                                  Fig. 7: Strictly decreasing absolute risk aversion with 

                                                                                                    mRRR << )0(0  

 
LEMMA 10. Let 0>P  and assume 

(A4) 0)()( <+ αα PyHh . 

Then, considering equation (27), )(Rγ  has a unique interior zero at a point ),(0 mRR α∈ . 

Moreover, )(Rγ  is strictly larger than zero on ),( 0Rα , while 0)( <Rγ  holds for all ],( 0 mRRR ∈ .  
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Precautionary motive. The type-specific SPC of the marginal worker 0
3

>Bz  is associated 

with the incentive compatible reservation productivity α=)(
3BzR . To fix the endpoints of the 

interval of the third-best equilibrium reservation productivities )]0(,[ Rα , it therefore remains 

to characterize )0(R , the reservation productivity of the neoclassical worker, where we al-

ready know from Lemma 8 (iii) and >
3Bz 0 that α>)0(R .  

 

LEMMA 11. (i) Let the coefficient of absolute prudence at the neoclassical worker’s con-
tracted recession wage be non-negative, so that 0)( ≥AP ω , then mRR <)0( . (ii) If for a 

worker 0≥z , who signs a third-best SPC, 0)( ≥AP ω , then z makes a SPC with an ex ante 

replacement rate which is larger than one, ≥+ SyIA },{max AAw ω . (iii) Let the absolute risk 

aversion at the neoclassical worker’s contracted recession wage be non-increasing, then the La-
grange multiplier γ is non-positive, i.e. )()( AA aP ωω ≥  if and only if 0))0(( ≤Rγ . 
 

Lemma 11 makes clear, that if the utility function u exhibits non-negative absolute pru-

dence, then, according to (i), neoclassical workers limit their exposure to the income risk, 

which they must bear, by choosing a SPC with labor hoarding, as mRR <)0( . Remember, that 

mR  is the choice of a neoclassical worker in the first-best and the second-best situation. 

Moreover, according to (ii), the precautionary motive induces workers with 0>z , who opt 

for a SPC, to sign an agreement with an ex ante wage replacement rate strictly larger than one. 

The Scar. Finally, according to Lemma 11 (iii), assuming a decreasing absolute risk aver-

sion and the validity of (A4), <0R )0(R , where 0R  is the unique interior zero of the Lagrange 

multiplier )(Rγ  in ),( mRα  according to Lemma 10. Moreover, as 0))0(( <Rγ , the neoclassi-

cal worker favors in this case a third-best SPC with a steep income profile: >>+ ASyIA ω  

Aw . The same is true for all worker types with a small scarring effect z, such that ,()( 0RzR ∈  

))0(R , while those workers, who fear a large scar, induce their employers to pick ,()( α∈zR  

)0R  and conclude, for that reason, a SPC with a low recession wage: >+ SyIA AAw ω> . 

Why would a worker choose a high recession wage and, consequently, decide knowingly to 

risk his claim to a job? The answer, of course, must be, that the worker, given the terms of his 

SPC, prefers to be fired to a continuation of the job. And indeed, the FOC (23) together with 

the incentive constraint reveal, that all worker types 0≥z , for whom 0))(( <zRγ , prefer a 

separation at stage 1 of the sequence of events with the prospect of a high replacement income.  
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VI. Summary 

The paper focuses on two labor markets, a spot market and a contract market. Firms are risk-

neutral; workers are risk-averse, fear the scarring effect of unemployment and choose between 

a contract and a spot market job. Contract jobs are confronted with a stochastic demand. If hit 

by a shock, the firm must decide whether to continue production or to terminate the job. Ter-

minated workers look for another job on the spot market. Those workers, who cannot find a 

suitable follow-up job, become unemployed and suffer a worker-specific welfare loss from the 

scar inflicted by the job displacement. A variety of factors can be responsible for the scar. Be-

ing unemployed goes hand in hand with a loss of social status and social exclusion, brings 

about a deterioration of the human capital, lowers the subsequent earnings and increases the 

future incidence of unemployment. 

The market system of the model is incomplete. There is no market, where workers could in-

sure themselves against the income or the scarring risk of unemployment. CEP is the only 

means available to a worker to protect himself against the risks of a job displacement. It turns 

out that workers, who are confronted with the scarring effect of unemployment, strictly prefer 

CEP to a spot market job. Workers can choose between two contract forms, the guaranteed 

employment contract (GEC) and the severance pay contracts (SPC). With symmetric informa-

tion, the terms of an efficient SPC include the agreed-upon wage, the severance pay, the pri-

vate supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB) and a separation rule, which determines the 

reservation productivity at which the job will be terminated and firm and worker separate. A 

GEC fully insures a worker against both types of risk. SPC diversify the idiosyncratic part of 

the income risk, but provide only limited protection against the scarring risk. Which of the 

two contract forms a worker prefers depends on the weight of the expected scarring effect.  

The comparative-static analysis of the contract market equilibrium under symmetric infor-

mation reveals that the fraction of workers concluding a GEC increases with worker produc-

tivity, with a decreasing probability of a firm-specific demand shock, with a falling probability 

of finding a re-engagement, with a decreasing spot market wage and with decreasing public 

unemployment benefits.  

With no ex post competition, the separation rule of an equilibrium SPC or GEC is ex post 

efficient. Indeed, if a contract stipulates production, even though the firm would incur a loss, 

the redundancy payment the risk-neutral firm would be ready to offer to the employee for his 

acceptance of a separation is strictly lower than the compensation payment, which the risk-

averse worker would demand. Furthermore, if a SPC stipulates separation in a recession, such 
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that the worker would have to face the threat of the unemployment scar, the pay cut that he is 

ready to offer to save his job is strictly less than the pay cut the firm would demand to con-

tinue the employment relation.  

If workers cannot observe the firm-specific state of the demand during a downturn, the res-

ervation productivity is not contractible, and the firm decides unilaterally on the termination 

of the job. Although the firm is risk-neutral, the efficient SPC are not incentive compatible, 

because SPC include a partial protection against the scarring effect, whereby a firm must 

hoard labor during a recession. Labor hoarding inflicts wage costs upon the firm, from which 

it can escape, if the output demand is not observed by the employee.  

There are two sources for the inefficiency of the second-best equilibrium. First, the equilib-

rium fraction of workers concluding a GEC is too large, and second, those workers concluding 

a SPC bear income risk. A social planner will need three instruments to restore efficiency: A 

wage subsidy paid by the firm to the worker to smooth consumption, a firing tax borne by the 

firm to induce efficient separation, and an instrument to reimburse the firing tax and ensure 

efficient market entry.  

Although workers have a strong ‘intrinsic motive’ to search for a (follow-up) job, asymmet-

ric information about the re-employment of a dismissed worker makes it impossible to condi-

tion the contract on this status. Consequently, SUB are not contractible, if the re-employment 

status is not observable by the firm. The combination of both types of informational asymme-

tries on the state of the demand and on the re-employment of the dismissed worker further in-

creases the equilibrium fraction of over-insured workers, who prefer to conclude the GEC.  

The information asymmetries change the role that the contract wage paid in a recession and 

the severance pay play in comparison to the first-best situation. As the separation decision is 

not contractible, workers use the wage and the severance pay to push their employer to pick 

the most preferred from the set of ex post profit maximizing reservation productivities. A de-

creasing wage and/or an increasing severance pay will urge the firm to pick a lower reserva-

tion productivity, thereby reducing the scarring risk of unemployment. 

With both asymmetries in place, workers, who sign a SPC, are not only confronted with the 

scarring risk of unemployment, but must also bear income risk. Precautionary workers ex-

posed to the uninsurable income risk prefer a SPC with an ex ante replacement rate strictly 

larger than one. The unemployment scar on the other hand is responsible for the worker’s se-

lection of the contract wages for the good and the recession states. If the expected scar is 

small, the prospect of a high replacement income dominates the decision. The worker favors 
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separation to continuation and signs a SPC with a high recession wage. If the unemployment 

scar is ‘large’, the worker prefers continuation to separation and concludes a SPC with a low 

recession wage to make his job more viable. 
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Appendix 

A1 Proof of Lemma 2 

Ad (i): Let worker z be protected by an efficient employment contract ],[ λCwC = . Moreover, 

assume that the job is hit by a shock. The substitution of the equations (9) into the utility func-

tions (3) and (4) yields the state independent utilities )()( wuCU =+
λ  and −=− )()( wuCU λ  

yzp)1( − , conditional on whether production occurs or C is terminated, respectively. As 

)()( λλ CUCU −+ ≥ , the worker always prefers production to separation, his preference being 

strict, if 0>z . Ad (ii): The substitution of equations (9) into the profit functions (1) and (2) 

yields wyxxCJ −=+ ))(( λ  and wyICJ S −=− )( λ . In case a shock x occurs, the firm prefers 

production to separation, whenever ≥+ ))(( xCJ λ )( λCJ −
. The inequality holds if and only if 

0)( ≥xyh  and therefore with regard to (A3), if and only if mRx ≥ . Ad (iv): If the reservation 

productivity would not be unique we could find 1R  and 2R  with α>>≥ 21 RRRm , =)( 1Rr  

1)( 2 =Rr  and 0)(21 =⇒>> xrRxR , such that 
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Taking into account 1)( 2 =Rr , 0)( 2 <Rh , 0)( 2 >Rg , differentiating )(CJ  with respect to 

2R  yields 

 0)()()(
)(

222
2

<=
∂

∂
RgRhRyr

R

CJ λ , 

contradicting the assumption that C is efficient, because 0/)( 2 <∂∂ RCJ  implies that a reduc-

tion of α>2R  would not only increase the worker’s utility, but also the profit of the firm. 

Q.E.D. 

A2 Concavity of the Wage Function (12) and Convexity of the Indifference Curves 

The Lagrangian function += )(),( CUC δL )(CJδ  is concave on the set of admissible contract 

terms, although in general neither the objective function )(CU  nor )(CJδ  are. The concavity 
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of the CMC and the convexity of the indifference curves are, therefore, sufficient, but not nec-

essary, for the existence of an inner solution of the maximization problem.  

1. Assume that the pdf g is differentiable. For the first and second derivative of the wage func-

tion (12) with respect to R, we obtain, in view of )()( RRgR −=′µ  

                  
)()(

)())((

RyhRg

yIRgRRgy
dR

dw
S

λ

λλ

−=

+−=
,  )]()()([

2

2
RgRhRgy

dR

wd +′−= λ . 

As 0)( >Rg  and 0)( ≤Rh  for ],[ mRR α∈ , 0)( ≤′ Rg  is sufficient for the strict concavity 

of the wage function on ),[ mRα . 

2. It follows from (14) that 

 
22

2

))((

)()()()(
)1(

wu
dR

dw
wuRgwuRg

zp
dR

wd

′

′′−′′
−= λ . 

0)( ≥′ Rg  is sufficient, but not necessary for 0/ 22 >dRwd , given 0/ >dRdw  and 0)( <′′ wu . 

A3 Proof of Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 

Proof of Lemma 3. From the tangential condition and the wage function (12), we obtain the reserva-

tion productivity R as an implicit function F of z, where −+≡ 1()(),( zRhzRF 0))((/) =′ Rwup A . 

The partial derivatives of F with respect to z and ),[ mRR α∈  are: 0/)1( >′−= upFz  and 

−= 1RF 0)/)()()/()1(( 2 >′′′− dRRdwuupz A . Therefore, we may use the Implicit Function 

Theorem, which yields the local existence of )(zR  and 0// <−= Rz FFdzdR . Q.E.D. 

 
Proof of Proposition 1. Given that Bz  would choose α=R , the equilibrium price of the scar-

ring risk, which the contract market offers, is =MPS 0)()( >− ααλ yhg , as follows from (13) 

and (A3). Moreover, we can derive from (14) the marginal rate of substitution for Bz  as =MRS  

)(/)1)(( BB wuyzpg ′−αλ . By inserting the MRS and the MPS into the tangential condition, 

we obtain (15). 

A4 Proof of Lemma 4 and Proposition 2 

Proof of Lemma 4. For the GEC wage Bw , we have SB yIyw ≤−−≡ )]1(1[ µλ  if and only if 

)1(1)1( µλ −≤−≡ SIh . Therefore, considering that )(zw  is a decreasing function of 0≥z , 
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see Lemma 3, the assumption of the lemma implies SB yIwzw <=)(  for all Bzz ≥ . More-

over, in view of mRR =)0(  and 0)( =mRh , the inequality SyIyRw => )0()0(  is a special 

case of >)(zw ))(())(()( zRGzRyhzyR λ− , which is true for all 0≥z , as will be shown be-

low. Thus, a type ),0(ˆ Bzz ∈  exists, for which SA yIzw =)ˆ(  and <Bw )0()ˆ( wzwA < .  

Next, we show that ))(())(()()( zRGzRyhzyRzw λ−>  holds for all 0≥z . By equation (12) 

and the definition of the continuation rent h, the strict inequality is true if and only if  

 SS yIRGyRRGyIRGREy )())(1()()( λλλ +−>+ , 

where we suppress the functional notation and the argument z. Inserting the definition of 

)(REy , dividing through by y and rearranging terms yields the conclusion that the above ine-

quality holds if and only if 0))(1())](1(1[)( >−−−−≡ RRGRR λµλ∆ . )(R∆  is a strictly de-

creasing 2C  function, with 0)( >α∆  and 0)1( =∆ , as will be proved next. First, note that 

1)( <=< µαµα , 0)1( =µ  and 1<λ , thus 0)]1(1[)( >−−−= αµλα∆  and −−= )1()1( λ∆  

0)1( =− λ . Moreover, in view of )()( RRgR −=′µ , we obtain 0))(1()( <−−=′ RGR λ∆ . 

Therefore −> )()( zyRzw ))(())(( zRGzRyh λ  for all 0≥z . Q.E.D. 

 
Proof of Proposition 2. Worker 0≥z  is strictly better off with CEP than without it, if and 

only if 

 )(])()[1()()1))((())(())(( zVyzybupyvpuyzpzRGzwuzCU ≡−−+>−−≡ λ , 

where ],[)( mRzR α∈ . Assume to the contrary that )())(( zVzCU ≤ . In view of the risk aver-

sion of the worker 0≥z , the working hypothesis implies +<−−≤ )(()1)))(((1(0 zwuyzpzRGλ  

))(())( zwuzd − , where )()( zwyIzd S −= . The monotonicity of u implies that 0)( >zd , thus 

<−−≤ yzpzRG )1)))(((1(0 λ ))(()( zwuzd ′ . The contract )(zC  is efficient, therefore =− yzp)1(  

))(())(( zwuzRyh ′− , so )()))((1))((( zdzRGzRyh <−− λ  from which −< )()( zyRzw  

))(())(( zRGzRyh λ , a contradiction to −> )()( zyRzw ))(())(( zRGzRyh λ , which must hold 

for all 0≥z , as is shown in the proof of Lemma 4. Q.E.D. 

A5 Proof of Lemma 5. 

We use )]1(1[ µλ −−= ywB  to analyze the GEC, the equation (15) for the equilibrium 

share of workers, who conclude the GEC, and the wage equation (12) together with the tan-

gential condition to analyze the SPC. 
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1. The wage equation (12) and the tangential condition may be written as implicit functions of 

the two endogenous and the six exogenous variables to obtain 
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We determine the signs of the partial derivatives of the above implicit functions with re-

spect to (A1), (A2), (A3), 0)( >Rg  and 0>z  and note that 0)( <Rh . 
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The Jacobean determinant J is negative, so that we may use the Implicit Function Theorem 

to determine the signs of the derivatives in Lemma 5 by use of Cramer’s Rule. For example, 

we use the following notation: 0// <= JJddw
AwA λλ  and =λddR / 0/ >JJRλ  etc.  
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0
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)1)((1
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A

A
Rv

wu

wu
yzpRGpJ λ  

0/)1( <−= ppJJ vwbw AA
,   0/)1(

>
≤−= ppJJ RvRb  

0)(/)()1)(( >′−−≡ Azw wuRyhpRgJ
A

λ , 0)(/)1( >′−≡ ARz wupJ . 

 
Ad (i): 0// >= JJdydw ywA A

, 0// >= dydwdydA A , 0// <= JJdydR Ry , 

0)]1(1[/ >−−= µλdydwB  and 0
)1(

)()(
<

−
′′

−=
dy

dw

p

wuh

dy

dz BBB α
.  

Ad (ii): 0// <= JJddw
AwA λλ , 0// <= λλ ddwddA A , 0// >= JJddR Rλλ , 

0)1(/ <−−= µλ yddwB  and 0
)1(

)()(
>

−
′′

−=
λ

α
λ d

dw

p

wuh

d

dz BBB . 

Ad (iii): 0// >= JJdpdw pwA A
, 0// >= JJdvdw vwA A

, 0// >= JJdbdw bwA A
 and 

0
)1(

))((
2

>
−

−′
=

p

vwu

dp

dz BB α
, 0

)1(

)(
>

−
′

=
p

pwu

dv

dz BB , 0)( >′= B
B wu

db

dz
. That the demand for the 

risk-free GEC tends to zero as p approaches one follows directly from (15). 

Ad (iv): 0// <= JJdzdw zwA A
, 0// <= dzdwdzdA A , 0// <= JJdzdR Ryz .  

A6 Proof of Proposition 3 

Let )(zRx ≥ . Below we prove that ),0),((())(( zzRaVzwu > . Thus, taking into account the 

monotonicity of ),0,( zV •  and the fact that ),0),(())(( zzaVzwu = , the first part of the proposi-

tion follows. 

The left hand side of ),0),((())(( zzRaVzwu >  denotes the certain ex post utility from carry-

ing out )(zC , and the right hand side denotes the expected utility ),0),((( zzRaV  from termi-

nating )(zC  with the side payment )),(( zzRa , where =),0),((( zzRaV ++ ))),((( yvzzRapu  

]))),((()[1( yzybzzRaup −+− . 

Assume )),(( zzRa  would induce z to accept the termination proposal of the firm, or, 

equivalently, let ),0),((())(( zzRaVzwu ≤ . As the worker is risk-averse, we obtain 

 
( )

yzpzRyhzwu

yzpybzyRzwpyvzyRzwpuzwu

)1()))(()((

)1())()()(1())()(())((

−−−<
−−+−−++−<

, 
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thus, ))(()))(()(()1( zwuzRyhzwuyzp −−<− , which is impossible, if 0=z , as 0))0(( =Rh . 

In this case, therefore, the inequality of the proposition must hold. If 0>z , then 0))(( <zRh , 

and the tangential condition together with the risk aversion of the worker imply −)(( zwu  

yzpzwuzRyhzwuzRyh )1())(())(())(()))(( −<′−<− , a contradiction to the working hypothe-

ses. Consequently, the strict inequality of the proposition holds for all 0≥z .  

Let )(zRx < . From the above argument, we know that >−−= yzpzwuzwu )1())(())((  

)))(()(( zRyhzwu + , such that )),(())(()())( zzRwzRyhzwzw =+>  taking account of the 

monotonicity of the utility function. From the last inequality, we obtain =≥ ))(()( zRx χχ  

)()()()),(()( zzwzwzzRwzw χ=−>− . Q.E.D. 

A7 Proof of Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and Proposition 4. 

Proof of Lemma 6. Under symmetric information, worker ),0( Bzz ∈  concludes a SPC =AC  

)](),([ zRzwA  with mRzR << )(α , where in view of (A3) ])([))((0 SIzRyzRyh −=> . Us-

ing the equations (9) and rearranging terms yields: +)(zA SA yIzwBp −=− )()1( , which in 

turn implies −−+ BpzA )1()( 0))(()]()([ <=− zRyhzyRzwA , as yvzwzA A −= )()( . Q.E.D. 

 
Proof of Lemma 7. Ad (ii): Let 0<γ . Then, the FOC (19) – (22) imply <++=+ ybBAyvA  

AAw ω< , but from (23) [ 0])1()()()( >−=−−−+ yyzpuyvAuRg A γωλ  thus >>+ AyvA ω  

yvA + , a contradiction, so 0≥γ . From 0>γ , 0=z  and (19) – (22) we get >>+ AwyvA  

Aω , but (23) implies yvAA +>ω , so 0>γ  implies 0>z . Finally let 0=γ  and 0>z . Then, 

assuming α>R , from (19) – (22) we get AAwyvA ω==+ , but (23) implies >+ yvA Aω . 

Thus, 0>γ , if 0>z  and α>R . Ad (iii): Follows from the FOC (21) and (22). Ad (iv): Fol-

lows from the FOC and from (ii). Ad (v): Below we prove that R is a strictly decreasing func-

tion of z. The incentive constraint implies =−−−+ )()1( yRBpA Aω −−+ AyvA ω()(  

0))( =Ryh , so 0)( ≤Ryh  since AyvA ω≥+ . Thus ],[)( mRzR α∈ . If 0=z , we get 0=γ , 

considering part (ii) of the lemma. For 0=γ , =+ yvA Aω  and thus =−−+ ))(()( RyhyvA Aω  

0)( =Ryh , so mRR =)0( .  

To prove that )(zR  is a strictly decreasing function of z, we develop the bordered ×+ )( kn  

77)( ×=+ kn  Hessian matrix for the Lagrangian function =),,,( γδRCAL +),( RCU A  

),(),( RCICRCJ AA γδ + , where 5=n  and 2=k . The determinant H of the matrix has the sign 
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of 1)1( −=− n  at an interior solution of the maximization problem (18). To develop H, we 

make use of the FOC and get  
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where )(Rgg = , )(RGG = , and AV  and AAV , for example, denote the partial derivative and 

the second order partial derivative of −++−++= )()[1()(),,( ybBAupyvApuzBAV ]yz  

with respect to the severance pay A, 0/),,( >∂∂= AzBAVVA  and 0/),,( 22 <∂∂= AzBAVVAA . 

The partial derivatives of the FOC with respect to z are zero with the exception of =RzL  

0)1)(( <−− ypRgλ . Replacing the fifth column of H with the negative of RzL  yields the de-

terminant RzH  
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The evaluation of RzH  yields 

 [ ] 0)]()()1)[(1()()()1()1(2 >+′′+′′−−+′′+′′−−−= yvAuGuGwuyvAuGppH AARzRz ωλλλλL . 

Thus, there exists a strictly decreasing 1C  function )(zR , ],( mRz α∈ , for which =dzzdR /)(  

<HHRz / 0. Q.E.D. 

 

Proof of Proposition 4. Workers are risk-averse, so that the proposition follows directly from 

(15), (24) and 0)( <αh : 

 
12 )1(

))()((

)1(

)())((
0 B

BBB
B z

yp

yhwu

yp

wuyhwu
z =

−
−′

<
−

−−
=<

αα
. Q.E.D. 
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A8 Proof of Lemma 8 and Proposition 5 

Proof of Lemma 8. Ad (ii): Assume 0≤γ , then the FOC (19) and (20) imply ≥Aω Aw . More-

over, from the FOC (23) )0,0,(),0,()( AVzAVu A ≤≤ω , such that ≥>+ AyvA ω Aw . Next as-

sume 0>γ , then (19) and (20) imply AA w<ω , while from (21): AwyvA >+ , so that the 

proposition follows. Ad (iii): To prove that )(zR  is a strictly decreasing function of z, we de-

velop the bordered ×+ )( kn 66)( ×=+ kn  Hessian matrix for the Lagrangian function 

=),,,( γδRCAL +),( RCU A ),(),( RCICRCJ AA γδ + , where 4=n  and 2=k . The determinant 

H of the matrix has the sign of 1)1( +=− n  at an interior solution of the maximization problem 

(18) with unobservable 0=B . To develop H, we make use of the FOC and obtain  
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where 0/),0,( >∂∂= AzAVVA  and 0/),0,( 22 <∂∂= AzAVVAA . 
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The partial derivatives of the FOC with respect to z are zero with the exception of 

=RzL 0)1)(( <−− ypRgλ . Replacing the fourth column of H with the negative of the partial 

derivatives of the FOC with respect to z yields the above determinant RzH . The evaluation of 

RzH  gives 

 0]])()1)[(1()([)1( <+′′−−+′′−−= AAAARzRz GVuGwuH ωλλλλ L . 

Thus, R is a strictly decreasing function of z, as 0//)( <= HHdzzdR Rz . Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Proposition 5. Denote the worker type who is indifferent between the GEC and the 

type-specific SPC with ẑ . The type-specific SPC includes the wages BAA ww == ω  and the 

severance pay αω yA A −= . Under these contract terms, ẑ  is indeed indifferent between the 
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two contract forms, while the firm employing ẑ  would choose the reservation productivity 

α=R . Inserting the terms of the SPC and α=R  into the constraints of (18), we find that 

both are fulfilled as strict equalities. In view of 0)]()())[(1( =′−′−= AA wuuRG ωλγ  and the 

FOC (23), it follows from 

(a1)    0]ˆ)1())(()1())(()()[()ˆ( =−+−+−−−+−−≡ zypbywupvywpuwugz BBBR αααλL  

that the marginal worker is characterized by }ˆ,0{max
3

zzB = . The risk aversion of the worker together 

with 0)( <αh  and 0)(
3

≤BR zL  imply 
23

)1()())(()1( BBBB yzpwuyhwuyzp −=−−<− α . 

That α≥b  is sufficient for 0
3

>Bz  follows from (a1) and assumptions (A1) and (A2). Q.E.D. 

A9 Proof of Lemma 9, Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 

Proof of Lemma 9. The FOC (19) and (20) imply 

(a2) )]()()[1( AA wuuG ′−′−= ωλγ ,  

where )(RGG = . Insert (a2) into the FOC (21) and take account of the incentive constraint to get 

(a3) )]())(()1())(([)()( AAAAA uRbyupRvyupGwuu ωωωω ′−−+′−+−+′−=′−′ . 

A second order approximation to ))(( Rvyu A −+′ ω  and ))(( Rbyu A −+′ ω  about Aω  gives 

(a4)

 
)]()()([)(

)()()()()())(()1())(( 2

RyHPRhyu

RHyuRyhuuRbyupRvyup

AA

AAAAA

ωω
ωωωωω

+′′−≈
′′′+′′−≈′−−+′−+−+′

, 

where bppvRRh )1()( −−−=  and ]))(1()([)( 22
2
1 RbpRvpRH −−+−= , such that 

=′ )(RH )(Rh . Thus, 0)( =′ mRH  and 0)( >mRH . Finally, insert (a4) into (a3) and the result 

into (a2) to get equation (27). Q.E.D. 

 

Proof of Lemma 10. The function F with )()()( RPyHRhRF +=  and 0>P  is a polynomial 

of degree two, with first derivative )(1)( RPyhRF +=′  and second derivative 0)( >=′′ PyRF . 

Let R̂  be the real number, for which 0)ˆ( =′ RF . R̂  is the minimum point of the strictly con-

vex function F. Note that 1)( ≥′ RF  for all mRR ≥ . Thus, mRR <ˆ . There are two cases to 

distinguish. If α≤R̂ , then F is increasing on ],[ mRα , such that 0)()( >= mm RPyHRF  is a 

boundary maximum and 0)()()( <+= ααα PyHhF  is a boundary minimum of F in ],[ mRα , 
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in view of (A4). If ),(ˆ
mRR α∈ , F has an interior minimum at R̂  in ),( mRα , such that 

0)()ˆ( << αFRF . In both cases, the intermediate value theorem implies that F has a unique 

zero at a point 0R  between α and mR  in the first and between R̂  and mR  in the second case, 

where =)( 0Rγ 0)()())(1)(( 000 =′′− RyFuRGRG Aωλ . Consequently, we get for the sign of F 

and the Lagrange multiplier )(Rγ  that 0)( <RF  and, therefore, 0)( >Rγ  for all ),[ 0RR α∈ , 

while 0)( >RF  and 0)( <Rγ , for ],( 0 mRRR ∈ . Q.E.D. 
 
Proof of Lemma 11. The FOC (23) and the incentive constraint imply 

(a5) ])1())(()1())(()([ yzpRbyupRvypuugy AAA −+−+−−−+−= ωωωλγ , 

where )(Rgg = . From a second-order approximation to ))(( Rvyu A −+ω  and ))(( Rbyu A −+ω  

about Aω , we get 

(a6)  
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Insert (a6) into (a5) to get 
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Ad (i): Let 0)( ≥AP ω  and suppose mRR ≥)0( . Then, equation (27) implies 0))0(( ≤Rγ , such 

that the expression in square brackets of equation (a7) must be non-positive. But this is only 

possible, if )(0))0(( mRhRh =<  implying mRR <)0( , which is a contradiction to our as-

sumption. Ad (ii): From the incentive constraint, we get −=+−=+ ASAS yIyRyIA ωω  

)(Ryh . As mRRR <≤ )0( , it follows that AAS RyhyIA ωω >−=+ )( . Two cases can be dis-

tinguished. If 0≤γ , then we obtain from the FOC (19) and (20) that AAw ω≤  and the con-

clusion follows. If 0>γ , then from the FOC (19) and (20) AAw ω> , whereas the FOC (21) 

implies )()()1()( AwuybAupyvAup ′<+′−++′ , such that in view of the non-negative pru-

dence, )()( AS wuyIAu ′<+′ , from which AS wyIA >+ , such that the statement follows. Ad 

(iii): “⇒” Let 0)()( >≥ AA aP ωω  and assume 0))0(( >Rγ . Then, considering )(0)( AA uu ωω ′′>>′ , 

the expression in square brackets in equation (27) is strictly smaller than zero. Therefore, tak-

ing account of 0)()( >≥ AA aP ωω  and =z 0, the bracketed expression of (a7) is also smaller 

than zero, such that 0))0(( <Rγ , contradicting the working hypotheses. “⇐” If 0))0(( ≤Rγ , 

then the expression in the square brackets of equation (27) is non-negative, while the corre-

sponding expression of equation (a7) is non-positive: ≥≥+ 0))0(()())0(( RyHPRh Aω  

))0(()())0(( RyHaRh Aω+ , as 0=z . The inequalities together with 0))0(( >RyH  imply the 

proposition. Q.E.D. 




